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THE PERFECT TOY
TIPS FOR 

This is a must. Maybe you've heard about it before, but I must tell

you, do your best to master the magic ring! You may struggle at

first but, once you conquer the magic ring, you will see that it is

the best way to start your toy with a professional-looking! Here I

share how I make my magic ring.

TIP NUMBER ONE The Magic ring
(or magic circle)
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Here I selected 9 of my best tips that all  amigurumi beginners should
know! Try these Amigurumi techniques to get your next project to
another level!  These wonderful tips will  be so great for you that will
make you wonder how you lived your amigurumi l ife without them!

TIP NUMBER TWOWork in continuous
rounds

TIP NUMBER THREE

Working in rounds means that you won't join at the end on the

last stitch. You will simply continue working one round after

finishing another, without break or stitch join. These are also

called spiral rounds. It creates a continuous seamless piece.

Perfect for amigurumi shaping.

An even stitch tension makes a great amigurumi. Choose to work

with a thicker yarn for smaller needle size and take your time

while crocheting. Try not to take a breath between crocheting

pairs that need to be even (arms, legs, ears...). That way, you keep

the same tension of that one sit for crochet, avoiding differences

between one detail to another.

Consistent
tention

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nGf6ay52Qs
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TIP NUMBER FOUR
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TIP NUMBER FIVEChoose your color
change

TIP NUMBER SIX The invisible
decrease!

Changing colors can be a struggle, especially if you are a

perfectionist! That is why I select the four most common ways for

changing colors in amigurumi. The guide is here. But I tell you in

advance my secret: pull the new color through on the last stitch,

then start the next round with a slip stitch. It is that easy! You can

check the guide anyways and see which one suits you the best!

Have you seen see-through wholes with stuffing material getting

out of the amigurumi?! One reason for that is the wholes left by

the normal crochet decrease. That is where you can start using

the invisible decrease. Insert your hook into the front loops of

each of the next 2 stitches and yarn over. Then make normal

single crochet! There is a complete video tutorial here.

Because you work in rounds (tip number 2), it's really easy to lose

your count! And here is where the stitch marker comes in handy!

An extra tip here is, use a thin material to mark your stitches (I

use a simple piece of a different color yarn). This is because the

amigurumi stitches are tight, and if you are using a plastic stitch

marker, that specific stitch will be bigger than others. Reflecting

at the end of your piece. 

Use stitch
markers

http://www.littlecrochetfarm.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-69hf4LYoU4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uV9ZXhLDU_I&t=94s


With this technique, your toy ending and beginning will be

looking like each other! Stop working your round when you have

12 stitches. Then, grab the front loop only of each stitch and pull it

tight. With a sewing needle, insert the tail in the last round. Hide

the end by burying it in your work. And don't forget to tie a knot

at the end! You can check this tutorial to help you out!

TIP NUMBER SEVEN The secret of
fastening off
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TIP NUMBER EIGHTGreat way of
adding stuff

TIP NUMBER NINE The face
embroidering

Stuffing makes a difference in your toys! Take a bit of stuffing out

to fluff with your hands, then insert a little at a time. Stuff as you

go (leaving for later makes it difficult!). Stuff limbs simultaneously,

so they are the same and, a golden tip, add stuffing on lower

parts of limbs, this allows movement.

The best way to achieve a good-looking face is to have patience

with yourself! Erase and redo are your best friend, not your

enemy! And believe me when I say, even the most experienced

crocheter erase and do it again from time to time. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PsA1UOWgP4
http://www.littlecrochetfarm.com/


Hi there! My name is Ana. I am an amigurumi designer and teacher. My goal is to help other

crocheters to finish their crochet toys successfully! I run a blog called littlecrochetfarm.com 

 where I offer free patterns, tips, and tutorials about amigurumi and crochet in general. You

can sell any finished items made with my patterns, and I will always cheer for you!

AMIGURUMI IS ABOUT PATIENCE!

If you are ready to dive into this beautiful world of creating stuffed toys, head up to the

Little Crochet Farm website and take your time there. You will find tutorials and beautiful

amigurumi patterns there.

There is a free category, with a lot of exciting amigurumi to make!

LIFE IS CREATED ONE STITCH AT A TIME!
TAKE A BALL OF YARN AND MAKE SOMETHING
BEAUTIFUL FOR SOMEONE YOU LOVE TODAY!

About me
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